
Year 9 History 

Crime and Punishment through Time 

Each student is given a rev ision booklet that covers their learning from Ancient Rome 

to the Twentieth Century.  

 

Things you can rev ise: 

The main crimes, punishments and methods of policing during the following time 

periods- Ancient Rome, the Middle Ages, Early Modern (Tudors and Stuarts), 

Industrial Britain and the Twentieth Century. 

The types of people who created the laws during each period. 

Examples of change and continuity in the nature of crime and punishment over 

time. 

How people’s ideas about crime and punishment have changed over time. 

 

Useful websites for Crime and Punishment 

 

http://www.schoolhistory.co.uk/revision/  

http://beta.tutor2u.net/history/blog/gcse-revision-quiz-crime-and-punishment  

http://www.slideshare.net/davew1968/crime-and-punishment-gcse-shp-revision-

mindmaps  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rj7amy5uFfQ  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QC5v8Y_5wPo&list=PLZAOewh7NZN1uU-

sPJ6Om7HIrM4qQ7dlt  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7byK8Jcz-j3KxrKib6Ru8Q  
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Year 9 History  

Medicine through Time 

 

Things you can rev ise: 

1. Look at the main features of medicine for Ancient Egyptians, Ancient Greeks, Ancient 

Romans.  How much did the Romans depend of the Greeks for medical ideas?  Did 

they come up with any of their own? 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/history/shp/ancient/  

2. Look at ideas on the cause of disease from the time of the Ancient Greeks through to 

the late 1800s – gods/spirits/blocked channels/four humours/God/miasma/bad 

air/spontaneous generation/germ theory.  Make notes on each one, explain the idea 

and put them in the right period.  

3. Medicine in the Middle Ages – ideas and treatments used by doctors. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/history/shp/middleages/  

4. Renaissance period – revise the work of Pare, Vesalius and Harvey.  Consider the 

factors that helped their work AND who was more important in the history of medicine.   

BE SPECIFIC and DETAILED 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/history/shp/middleages/  

5. Surgery – what was early surgery like in the early 19th century?  What were the 

problems and how effectively were they overcome? What was done about pain 

between 1790 and Simpson’s work (1847)?  Why was there opposition to chloroform?  

BE SPECIFIC 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/history/shp/modern/ 

(focus on surgery in 19th century) 

6. Study Joseph Lister and Alexander Fleming.  What did each man achieve and who 

had the greatest impact? 

Don’t forget Worcesterjonny on Youtube, scroll through the list and pick out the relevant bits:  

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL04349AC9C197EC93 
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